Biomechanics of a Distal Jet appliance. Theoretical considerations and in vitro analysis of force systems.
To analyze the forces and moments acting in the first molar region, induced by the Distal Jet appliance for maxillary molar distalization. Over a working section of 3 mm with reactivation of the loaded spring systems, the force systems of three laboratory-fabricated appliances of identical design were analyzed with a 3D metering device. The force systems registered in vitro exhibited complex biomechanics. Regular reactivation of the loaded coils resulted in consistent distalizing forces and uprighting moments, in forces and moments toward buccal as well as slightly intrusive forces, and mesial-inwardly rotating moments. In the sagittal dimension, the Distal Jet appliance allows almost translatory molar distalization. Accordingly, applying uprighting activation is not necessary for treatment. Because of the application of the force palatal to the center of resistance of the molars, the teeth experience undesired mesial-palatal and distal-facial rotation. The Distal Jet appliance allows almost translatory distal molar movement, and uprighting activation is not necessary for treatment. The force applied palatal to the center of resistance of the molars produces an undesired mesial-palatal and distal-facial rotation. Regular intraoral coil spring reactivation is needed.